1. Introduction Parker (1972) described an efficient algorithm for calculating magnetic or gravity anomalies over an uneven source by summing a converging series of Fourier transforms of the magnetization (or density) and powers of the top and bottom surfaces. This algorithm has been widely used for modeling marine magnetic data, where the source is often assumed to have uniform thickness but irregular topography. To the author's knowledge, however, no programs have been developed to accommodate a more general source with nonuniform thickness.
To this end, program pfmagSd was written to find the magnetic anomaly on a horizontal plane from three gridded arrays that describe the body: its top surface, its bottom surface, and its magnetization. The subroutine that performs the important calculations is coded in ANSI Standard Fortran 77 and can be used on most machines. The program is highly interactive in nature and utilizes numerous features of the USGS computer facility (Honeywell Multics).
This routine is useful for finding the magnetic anomaly produced by magnetic terrain; much of the topography of the United States has been digitized at a 64 m interval and is readily available from the National Cartographic Information Center, U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, Virginia. An example is provided using digitized topography from southwestern Oregon.
These data are from the western Jurassic belt of the Klamath Mountain Province where magnetic ophiolites are imbricate slices within less magnetic rocks of the Dothan, Galice, and Rogue Formations. Comparison of observed aeromagnetic data with these calculated anomalies provides insights into the geologic structure of the area.
Mathematical Background
This derivation is essentially that of Parker (1972) The Fourier transform on the right side of equation (2) is the transform of the anomaly at z^O caused by a single dipole at z=z and is given by Blakely (1977) as
where 0 (k) is a function of the direction cosines of ni and h (Blakely, 1977) . Substituting equation (3) into (2) and performing the integration over z yields -|k|z,Ca0 ) -e i e (4) The remaining double integral is a two-dimensional Fourier transform and equation (4) can be rewritten
The two inner exponentials can be replaced by their respective power expansions, and considerable computation time is saved if the series rapidly converge. Parker (1972) showed that the rate of convergence depends on the elevation of the origin; the optimum elevation is midway between the maximum and minimum value of z^a) or z2 (a). Letting fl-and 6-represent the median values of z^(a) and z2 (a), respectively, equation (5) can be rewritten Now replacing the two inner exponentials by power series and performing some minor simplifications yields the final equation (6) where (r)
Note that the n=0 term in equation (6) is which is the Fourier transform of the anomaly over a horizontal slab with top and bottom at St and o* , respectively (Blakely and Cox, 1972) . The higherorder terms represent the topographic pert urbat ions on this slab.
Program Considerations
Equation (6) shows that the anomaly h(a) over a magnetized body can be calculated by computing an inverse Fourier transform of a weighted sum of .* Fourier transforms of the magnetization m(a) multiplied by powers of the top _k -* z-(a) and bottom surface z2 (a). To accomplish this task/ subroutine fmag3d was written in ANSI Standard Fortran 77. It is called by an interactive program, pfmag3d, which uses Multics-dependent Fortran. It is hoped that use outside of the USGS will not require extensive modification of the subroutine, and only minor changes of the main program. These two components will be discussed separately. Ampere/m).
The only output (except for status messages) from subroutine fmag3d is h, the gridded anomaly. It is a real array, has units of gammas (or nT), and is passed back to the calling program through its own labeled common statement.
The arrays s, ztop, zbot, and h are one-dimensional arrays but represent two-dimensional, gridded data. Their order should increase first along the y axis and then in the x direction with geometries defined by nx, ny, dx, dy, and azim as shown in Figure 2 . Note that the z axis is directed downward;
(nx-l)-ny t I The summation of equation (6) is performed until the "energy 1* of the jth term is less than err2 times the energy of the sum of all previous terms; ALL It 5-Ck )
where S (k) is defined by equation (7). The input parameter err2 thus defines convergence. Subroutine fmag3d reports the values of both sides of inequality (8) One of the input parameters (naug) to subroutine fmag3d causes additional rows and columns to be added to each of the three input arrays (ztop, zbot, and s). The elements of these rows and columns are calculated to make the arrays more smoothly periodic in both the x and y directions so that the Fourier transforms are better behaved near their edges. Moreover, the execution time of subroutine fft is roughly proportional to n times the sum of all the prime factors of n, where n is the array dimension (Singleton, 1969) , 4. Gravity anomalies Parker (1972) showed that the gravity anomaly on a planar surface, g(z), is given by QO where 5 tv
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The coefficient G is Newton's gravitational constant and S (k ) is defined by equation (7) with magnetization m(a ) replaced by density p(a ). Generalizing pfmagSd to calculated gravity anomalies, therefore, is straightforward, although practical applications are limited by the necessity of a flat, horizontal observation surface. Such a program is available from the author.
5. An Example The following interactive session created the data shown in Figure 5 User responses are underlined.
pfmag3d
Welcome to PFMAG3D -Version 1...Run time 01/17/81 0000.8 pst Sat
Name of print-output file * ? pfmagSdjjrint
You will have a choice for both the upper and lower surface of the body: it can be flat and horizontal (in which case you will be asked for that single level) or it can be bumpy and/or tilted (in which case you will be asked for the name of a file containing the digitized surface). open(10,fileas_/ile,modea"in") call read__write(0,10,id,ny,nx,yO,dy,xO,dx,s) write(6,1C2)id,nx,xO,dx,ny,yO,dy write(20,102)id,nx,xO,dx,ny,yO,dy 102 formatC/," HEADER: id a ",a56,/,10x,"nx a ",i5,5x,"xO a ",g10.3,5x, & "dx a ",g10.3,/,10x,"ny a ",i5,5x,"yO a ",g10. (20) close (6) close (5) stop end subroutine read_write (mode,lun,id,ncol,nrow,co!1,delcol,row1,delrow,array) dimension array(1),work(1000) (pc,a,m,n,dx,dy,xmn,ymn,iout,scl,laxcol,lb,xb,yb) c donald plouff printer contour routine c pc,dc the increment in the contour values (read in) c a(y,x) the input array containing the data to be contoured, c index for equivalent 1d array is n*(x-1)+y c the one-dimensinal a-array is filled (without voids) in rows, starting c from minimum x (xmn) toward maximum x. within each row the progresc sion is from minimum y (ymn) to maximum y. c m the final value of x-index in a-array, starting at 1 c n the final value of y-index in a-array, starting at 1 c x increases to right and y increases downward c dx,dy are respective grid intervals in distance units c iout is unit number of printer c scl is scale in distance units per inch, default fills page, c Ib is number of (xb,yb) locations to be superimposed on plot, if this c facility is not needed, then lb»0 (also xmn,ymn not needed), c note that this subroutine changes the values of xb and yb. c nx is number of intervals in x-direction (right) less than 41. c ny is number of intervals in y-direction (down) less than 41.
integer pnt (131) if (maxcol .gt. naxcol) go to 24 go to 38 24 maxcol»naxcol write (iout,203) 203 format (5x,"printer scale is expanded to fill page.") 38 write (iout,603) m,n,nt,xmn,xmx,ymn,ymx,dc 603 format (5x,"expect printer plot of",i3, t! by",i3,"(",i3,") array.", & " x»",f8.1," to",f8.1," y»",f8.1," to",f8.1," contoured at", & f7.1," units") fmin» 1.0e2C write (iout,502) (pnt(k),k»1,maxcol) 502 format ("1",131a1) 27 continue 9000 write (iout,501) (pnt(k),k»1,maxcol) write (iout,505) 505 format(//, l! legend",/," symbol" ,8x,"value" ,12x, "x increases" &," to right and y increases downward") zc » ci-dc do 120 i»1,ncont zcszc+dc 120 write (iout,503) sym(i),zc 503 formatC" ",3x,a1,6x,f14.4) write (iout,504) 504 format(4x,"+",6x,"grid point", I4x,"*",6x,"location mark") do 10 im1,nt 10 a(i)»cm+dc*a(i) return 150 write (iout,900) m,n 900 format("0","grid of",i4," by",i4," (x,y) is too large (41) .............................................................. 
